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Abstract: The results of vehicular pollution are felt at the most levels. This kind of pollution doesn't just 
affect a particular part of the atmosphere, but other areas too. The removal of vehicular pollution just 
isn't going to take place. Rather there have been other attempts produced in preventing vehicular 
pollution. One particular technique is described within the work known as because the solar highway. 
The automobiles utilized in this solar highway project can run both by solar power by normal 
conventional way. The Solar highway includes an overhead catenaries system which will run across the 
outdoors lanes of each side from the road, kind of such as the overhead wires that offer capacity to 
electric buses, trolleys, trains, etc in metropolitan areas. Specifically outfitted hybrid or all-electric trucks 
can attach somewhere using automated current-transfer products. Once connected, the automobiles will 
pull all of their power in the overhead lines, effectively becoming emission-free automobiles. Solar 
Highway vehicle turns the way forward for electric-driven freight transport into reality. In normal 
operation, Solar Highway vehicle draws household current from the catenaries system utilizing an 
adaptive established connection with the overhead wire. Wherever if there's no overhead line, these 
automobiles will instantly transition for their diesel-hybrid drive system. The demo type of the work is 
built having a four wheel chassis (vehicle) and it is driven with an Electricity motor. When the start 
button is pressed, the mechanical structure is going to be lifted that's driven by appropriate electro 
mechanical components to get hold of the solar highway line. The automobile diesel drive mechanism is 
shown by driving the automobile with the battery. When the solar highway mechanism is begun, supply 
in the battery towards the motor is disconnected and it is connected in the solar highway lines to operate 
the automobile. The important motor condition of conventional drive or even the solar highway drive is 
going to be displayed within the LCD that's interfaced towards the microcontroller. With respect to the 
connection establishment using the solar highway, a port is given towards the controller through which 
the controller switches the availability towards the motor via a relay contact instantly. The automobile is 
outfitted with obstacle discovering sensors in-front to prevent the automobile instantly when any obstacle 
is detected. Additionally, the solar highway lines are powered through solar power with automatic 
highway lighting system using sensors. The highway lighting is instantly controlled with respect to the 
vehicle movement with sensing of sun light too in order to save the valuable energy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
With many major auto producers now positively 
developing electric automobiles, the drive perfectly 
into a zero emission personal electric transportation 
future appears greatly coming. Heavy goods 
automobiles happen to be fitted having a recently-
developed pantograph that may instantly rise to 
satisfy overhead cables and transfer electrical 
power to hybrid diesel/electrical power trains. 
Energy retrieved from regenerative braking may 
also be given into the system which is utilized by 
other automobiles [1]. The Solar Highway concept 
is really a two part system. The very first requires 
the rollout of the two pole catenaries system along 
a number of lanes on freight transport routes that 
attracts two-way electricity transmission and 
ensures a dependable power by feeding the 
overhead wire via container substations. The 
substations used in the present test project have a 
medium-current Electricity switching system, an 
electrical transformer, a rectifier along with a 
controlled inverter. Heavy goods automobiles 
happen to be fitted having a completely new 
pantograph - the 2nd area of the concept - by 
having an intelligent control system that may either 
instantly connect with an overhead wire upon 
recognition with a built-in scanner or perhaps be by 
hand controlled through the driver. Within this 
project it's a manual operated one however for real-
time could be designed as automatic. Installed over 
the driver's cabin, the machine is stated to manage 
to discover the relative position from the overhead 
contact wire towards the pantograph and 
counterbalances any lateral actions from the truck 
via active horizontal adjustment. The exam 
automobiles can are also retro-fitted with diesel-
electrical power trains, where they're always 
operated by a competent motor unit however when 
in diesel mode, the vehicle's engine forces an 
electrical generator, which drives a downstream 
motor and turns the wheel shaft. When you are 
traveling under Solar Highway electrical power, the 
automobile is driven through the motor unit only. 
The motive force can switch the transitions 
between different drive modes i.e., diesel or 
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electric. The area trial in Germany is reported to 
possess confirmed full performance potential, 
separate from weather, conditions and cargo. The 
idea demonstrated to become a minimum of as 
flexible as existing fuel-based road freight transport 
solutions because of the maneuverability from the 
mobile pantographs, with decrease in co2, nitrogen 
oxide, smoke and environmental noise and added 
fuel efficiency benefits. The very first time ever, 
electric trucks operated by overhead cables will go 
to reduce co2 pollutants. The solar highway 
electrifies selected traffic lanes utilizing an 
overhead cable system. Consequently, trucks could 
be provided with electricity in the same manner as 
trams. The "Solar trucks" are outfitted having a 
hybrid drive system and intelligent current 
collectors. Operated by electricity from overhead 
cables, they produce no pollutants when operating 
from our area. On streets without overhead cables, 
the automobiles make use of an electric drive 
system which may be operated by diesel, 
compressed gas, and battery power or along with 
other powers. The solar highway concept is 
especially effective from an ecological and 
economic perspective on heavily used and 
comparatively short truck routes, e.g. between 
ports, industrial estates, freight transport centers 
and central transshipment terminals [2]. The 
intention is to setup a "zero emission corridor" for 
shuttle traffic backward and forward ocean ports 
and also the inland rail transshipment centers 
around 30 kilometers away. This helps to alleviate 
the pressure around the atmosphere inside a region 
that is affected by smog. The goal would be to 
eliminate local pollutants completely, reduce using 
non-renewable fuels, cut operating costs and set up 
grounds for while using system on the commercial 
basis later on. The mechanical transmission section 
could be made with Electricity motors or stepper 
motors, depending on the burden, appropriate 
motors could be selected. Here rather than using 
stepper motors, high-speed reduction gear 
mechanized Electricity motors are utilized, the 
benefit of using these kinds of motors is really a) 
elevated torque b) consumes less power. In our 
system 12V Electricity motors are utilized by 
which the first is employed for the automobile 
movement and yet another for that catenaries 
system lifting mechanism i.e., up and lower to pier 
and undock using the electric lines. These motors 
are built-in with reduction gear mechanism the 
utmost speed from the motor is 60 Revolutions per 
minute, so the vehicle runs at low speed for demo 
purpose. Motors are controlled with respect to the 
input signals presented to the controller with the 
push buttons. The enable signals created through 
the microcontroller are given to L293D, 
particularly made to drive Electricity motors [3]. 
Each motor driver includes four transistors within 
an H-bridge configuration, controlled through the 
microcontroller IC. In every section (from four 
switching circuits) two transistors are utilized to 
boost the current rating. The L293D is capable of 
doing driving the motor in a maximum current of 
600 milli-amplifiers. H - Bridge IC made to operate 
from 5V Electricity to 30V Electricity; hence any 
Electricity motor within this range could be 
interfaced with this particular nick. Description 
from the project work and also the components is 
supplied within the further sections. H - Bridge 
nick is known as like an Electricity motor driver 
along with a single nick can drive two Electricity 
motors. Within this project work one motor can be 
used they are driving the catenaries system 
thorough h - Bridge IC and also the vehicle driving 
motor is run by a relay to change supply between 
your electric lines and also the battery from the 
vehicle. To manage these motors, four switches 
(push buttons) are connected within the input from 
the controller. 
 
Fig.1.Proposed vehicular system 
II. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF SOLAR 
HIGHWAY 
Concept Vehicle utilized in Solar Highway: The 
automobile used here's proven within the above 
estimate the above mentioned we are able to 
observe that the automobile contain battery i.e. here 
i am using electrical truck for moving a lot between 
two plants, the automobile first runs just with the 
ability utilized in battery but after travelling certain 
distance battery get drained and vehicle needs to be 
charged that will consume time so to avert this 
vehicle could be billed continuously by utilizing 
power in the overhead line provide on the road. 
This vehicle contain a pantograph mechanism same 
with in electric trains, when we have to charge this 
pantograph mechanism is lifted which mechanism 
has become connected to the overhead line and 
power is originate from this line to charge battery 
with this battery could be billed continuously with 
no problem which truck can transport loads 
continuously. The automobile used is solely 
environmentally friendly vehicle because it draws 
maximum power in the solar that thaw overhead 
line is powered up, otherwise then the solar energy 
isn't available during some wet days this battery is 
billed by utilizing power which we use at your 
home. Style of overhead line on Highway: Really 
this idea is used between kakatiya thermal power 
plant and also the singareni coal mines situated in 
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bhupalpally, that are about 7KM apart and our 
concept vehicle could be run between this two 
plants to be able to carry a lot of coal from mine to 
thermal plant. Style of overhead lines in plant: The 
automobile used here's running with 20kwh battery. 
Ideas develop a 100kwh solar plant to be able to 
switch on battery from the truck [4]. This truck 
carries three or four lot of load by utilizing 20kwh 
power this idea has become applied Between 
Kakatiya power plant and singareni coal mine. The 
space between these two plants is 7km. Now with 
this 5 automobiles which require 20kwh power, 
building 100kwh solar energy plant, you can run 
these automobiles.                                                 
 
Fig.2.Design of system in Auto cad 2015. 
In the official page of bijili bachao plan the price 
for creating 1w power by utilizing solar power is 
RS.36. Now we likely to use 300w solar sections 
that are connected in grid. With this we want 330 
solar sections connected in grid. With this solar 
energy plant of 100kwh the all inclusive costs 70L 
with all of plant equipments like Batteries and 
inverters with 24%-30% govt subsidy.  
 
Table.1-100kw proposed Solar Plant 
 
Graph.1.Price Breakdown Chart 
 After  govt subsidy that total price of plant is 54L. 
So applying this technology we are able to achieve 
our investment in about five years so we get profit 




Graph.2 Cash flow and Returns 
This Technology does apply on various systems 
like power plants which require continuous flow of 
recyclables; This Technology is environmentally 
friendly as we are utilizing solar energy. This 
Technology includes a huge scope later on once we 
are utilizing solar energy which is only means after 
extinction from the fossil fuel energy. 
III. CONCLUSION 
The work jobs are designed and developed 
effectively. For that demonstration purpose, a 
prototype module is built and also the answers are 
discovered to be acceptable. As it is a prototype 
module, an easy moving vehicle is built. Later on 
this is often implemented not just on freeways but 
additionally around the normal streets using the 
electric line. The entire machine is built with in 
your area available components, particularly the 
mechanical components utilized in this project 
work are acquired from mechanical fabricators and 
they're not quite to the requirement. A few of the 
modifications should be transported in design to 
really make it just as real working system. 1)  This 
technology is extremely helpful for industrial 
purpose because it is follows particular path for eg 
This Technology can be used as transporting 
recyclables for example coal etc in the storage 
space towards the plant by developing a line 
between plant and storage space. 2) The automated 
switching cater nary system utilized in this 
technique may also be used in railways to change 
from electrical mode to diesel mode without 
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altering the engine which saves some time and fuel. 
3) By supplying proper sensors this automobiles 
could be driven instantly, that's no driver needed 
they are driving vehicle. 4) This model includes a 
huge scope later on because the model concentrates 
only around the electrical driven mechanism. 5) A 
brand new vehicle could be designed i.e. A Internal 
Combustion Engine  vehicle first drives the 
generator after which this power is sent to motors 
directly and remaining power is kept in battery, and 
when the automobile is running with solar  
technology mode the engine is going to be off 
directly and  the power for that overhead lines 
directly runs the motors saving fuel and reduces 
pollution. 
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